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New York, NY – April 23, 2015 – Following this week’s House passage of the
Protecting Cyber Networks Act (H.R. 1560) and the National Cybersecurity
Protection Advancement Act (H.R. 1731), Jim Aramanda, CEO of The Clearing
House issued the following statement.
“This week the House passed two commonsense proposals that will help
businesses and law enforcement better keep pace with developments in
cybercrime, and confront them expeditiously. These bills will help better protect
Americans’ sensitive personal information by facilitating more effective
information sharing between the government and private sector which is critical
to detecting and preventing cybercrime. The legislation will ensure that
personal information is protected and that financial companies can
appropriately share information and deploy defensive measures against cyberattacks.
“We are, however, disappointed that the House adopted amendments to both
bills that will require them to sunset in seven years. These threats will not
sunset and we need to ensure certainty and consistency for the long term. We
hope the Senate will move expeditiously to pass similar cyber legislation
without a sunset provision.”
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